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Introduction

Overview of medical applications

Shock waves have been an integral part of the spectrum

Owing to the highly successful use of shock waves to treat a

of medical therapies in many specialist fields since as long

wide range of calculi, it seemed likely this technique could be

ago as 1980. The introduction of extracorporeal shock wave

extended to the fragmentation of calcified deposits in body

lithotripsy (SWL) marked the first time that shock waves were

tissue. However, as calcified deposits in elastic tissue tend

successfully used for the non-invasive fragmentation of kidney

to be soft in consistency, they cannot be broken down into

stones. A specific property of shock waves proved especially

small fragments. The surprising outcome of these attempts

beneficial here, namely the transmission into the human

was improved blood circulation in many cases following

body of sufficient energy to disintegrate the calculus without

shock wave application, resulting in intensified metabolism,

damaging the tissue anterior to the stone. This obviated

induction of healing processes, pain reduction and, indirectly,

the need for an open access route to the kidney stone, thus

the breakdown of calcified deposits as well. This stimulating

virtually ruling out potential complications associated with

effect of shock waves – combined with their ability to improve

surgery. The procedure rapidly gained acceptance due to

blood circulation, stimulate nerves and ease tensed muscles,

its obvious advantages. It can be used for almost all known

and to release trigger points and vascular spasms – means

calculi although it has not become widely established for

that the breadth of applications for shock wave therapy is

certain indications (e.g. problems with passage of gallstone

now regarded as virtually limitless. The number of known

fragments from the gallbladder). Despite the substantial

indications is continually growing and, due to the properties

amount of energy required to fragment kidney stones, side

of shock waves discussed above, these extend well beyond

effects are rare (although not entirely eliminated). They are,

the original application in the field of stone fragmentation.

as a rule, considerably reduced compared with those of open
surgical procedures. Low-impact transmission of energy, and

Today, fields of application as diverse as orthopaedics,

the selective and focused effectiveness at the target structure

cardiology, dermatology, pain therapy, traumatology and

are, therefore, crucial and highly beneficial properties of

neurology are already well established or at a promising stage

shock waves.

of evaluation.4-7, 17-29, 32-34
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How shock waves differ from ultrasound
Like ultrasound, shock waves are mechanical waves
generated by compression and subsequent relaxation of
matter. Compression of the particles involved propagates as a
pressure wave within the medium at the material-dependent
sound velocity. Whereas ultrasound is essentially a continuous
wave with frequent oscillations chiefly in the megahertz
range (Fig. 1), shock waves have a different distinguishing

Fig. 3: Shock wave focal zone: the pressure increase is shown in red and the pressure

characteristic, namely a single pressure pulse lasting about

these grow, then collapse while emitting secondary spherical shock waves.

decrease in green. Small cavitation bubbles form during the negative-pressure phase;

1 microsecond followed by a tensile wave with a relieving
effect that is of lower amplitude and has a duration of about

In ultrasound, the mainly periodic oscillations constitute a

4 – 5 microseconds (Fig. 2).

high-frequency alternating load exerted on the tissue. These
oscillations lose part of their energy due to absorption by

Pressure

tissue, and cause an increase in temperature. Accordingly,
1 µs

procedures such as the high-intensity focused ultrasound
(HIFU) technique can be used to heat spatially confined tissue
regions, resulting in coagulation. Significant tissue heating is,
Time

however, not observed in medical applications of shock waves.

Propagation of focused shock waves

Fig. 1: Ultrasound wave profile over time

Pressure

Shock waves are acoustic waves. They require a medium such
as water or air for propagation. In general, medically used
shock waves are generated in water outside the body and then
transmitted to the biological tissue. As tissue mainly consists of
water, it has very similar sound transmission properties. These

p+

properties are described by the acoustic impedance (Z). As a
consequence, shock waves are transmitted to the biological
tissue without any significant loss. Acoustic impedance is

1 µs

defined as follows:
p-

Time
Z = ρc

Fig. 2: Shock wave profile over time

where ρ = density and c = sound velocity
Acoustic interfaces at which the acoustic properties – i.e.
density (ρ) and sound velocity (c) – change, give rise to
phenomena familiar from the field of optics such as refraction,
reflection, scatter and diffraction, causing the waves to deviate
from the straight line of propagation. These effects must be
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taken into consideration when applying shock waves to the

shock waves is the relatively low tensile wave component p- ,

human body. This is crucial to ensure that the applied energy

which is around 10% of the peak pressure p+.

is effective in the treatment zone.
If the p+ peak pressure values measured at various positions in
For this reason, the first device for kidney stone fragmentation

the shock wave field are plotted in a three-dimensional graph

required the patient to be submerged in a water-filled tub.

(coaxially to the shock wave propagation path and laterally,

Today’s systems involve »dry« coupling, which means that the

i.e. vertically, to this direction), the typical pressure distribution

water bath is connected to the body via a flexible coupling

obtained is as shown in the chart in Fig. 4. Obviously, the shock

membrane. Trapped air in between is eliminated with coupling

wave field does not have clear boundaries, but the shape of a

gel or a thin water film.

mountain with a peak in the centre and more or less steep
slopes. This is referred to as the three-dimensional pressure

In addition to this, it is important that no gas-filled organs

distribution model. The shape and height of this model may

(lungs) or large bone structures are located on the shock

differ, depending on which type of shock wave system is used.

wave propagation path. They would act as obstacles to the
transmission of shock waves to the target area and thus inhibit
the desired therapeutic effect. Moreover, the release of shock
wave energy at gas-filled organs would cause damage to the
tissue (contraindication).
We also need to assume that different types of soft tissue
(skin, fat, muscles, tendons, etc.) have inhomogeneous
acoustic properties and that they do have interfaces. However,
the differences in the acoustic properties are considerably less
pronounced than at the interfaces between water and air. In
addition to absorption and reflection, refraction effects occur

Fig. 4: Typical shock wave pressure distribution shown as a three-dimensional pressure8

here which may lead to difficult-to-control deviations from the
straight line of propagation of shock waves inside the body.

Shock wave focus
Shock wave parameters / Shock wave
measurement / Shock wave pressure

The shock wave focus is defined as the area within the
mountain-like pressure distribution in which the pressure
is equal to or higher than 50% of the peak pressure (Figs. 4

Measurements with pressure sensors are the preferred

and 5). This area is also referred to as the -6dB focal zone

method of identifying the characteristics of shock waves.

or described using the acronym FWHM (full width at half

Shock waves used in medicine (Fig. 2) typically have p+ peak

maximum).

pressures of about 10 to 100 megapascals (MPa), which is
equivalent to about 100 to 1000 times the atmospheric
pressure. Depending on the shock wave generation
method used, rise times are very short at around 10 to 100
nanoseconds (ns). The pulse duration is very short, too, at
approx. 0.2 to 1 microseconds (μs). Another characteristic of
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high
medium
low

Fig. 6: -6dB focal zone and 5 MPa treatment zone at different energy settings

Fig. 5: 5 MPa therapy zone

Energy (E)
The area in which the shock wave produces its biological

The shock wave energy is an important parameter5 in medical

effects can only be gauged when taking into consideration the

shock wave application even if, today, greater importance

specific energy level. In other words: the shock wave treatment

is given to the energy flux density. It can be assumed that

area inside the body is not identical with the size of the -6dB

shock waves only have an effect on tissue when certain

focal zone. It can be larger or smaller. This is why an additional

energy thresholds are exceeded. The energy is determined by

parameter has been defined, which is more closely related

integration from the time curve of the pressure wave p(t). It is

to the therapeutic effectiveness of shock waves and which is

proportional to the surface area (A) and inversely proportional

not based on the variable peak pressure, but on an absolute

to the acoustic impedance (Z):

quantity, namely the 5 MPa pressure (50 bar).
Consequently, the 5 MPa focus has been defined as the spatial

E=

A
Z

p 2(t)dt

zone in which the shock wave pressure is higher than or equal
to 5 MPa. This definition is based on the assumption that a

A distinction is made as to whether integrating the pressure

certain pressure limit exists below which shock waves have

over time only includes the positive pressure (E+) alone or

no or only minimal therapeutic effectiveness. The 5 MPa value

whether it also covers the negative (tensile) components (Etotal).

is not supported by scientific evidence. However, the above

The total energy is usually stated as E (without index). Acoustic

definition also reflects changes in the treatment zone resulting

energy is obtained by multiplying by the number of pulses.

from changes in the selected energy level. Different therapy
zones and their changes with different energy levels are
shown in schematic form in Fig. 6. In contrast to the treatment
zone, the size of the -6dB focal zone remains nearly the same
even if the energy settings change.
The focal zone is the area of maximum energy intensity. Its
size is basically independent of the selected energy level. By
contrast, the size of the treatment zone depends on the selected
energy level and is generally larger than the focal zone.
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Energy flux density (ED)

Momentum

The therapeutic effectiveness of shock waves depends on

A fact that has received little attention thus far is that

whether the shock wave energy is distributed over a large

shock waves have momentum. As with its energy, a shock

area or focused on a locally confined treatment zone (focal

wave’s momentum is defined in terms of the integration of

zone). A measure of the energy concentration is obtained by

pressure over time. Unlike a shock wave’s energy, however,

calculating the energy per area (E/A):

its momentum is not squared prior to being integrated. Its
sign is thus retained and the momentum’s vectorial nature

ED (Energy flux density) =

E
1
=
A
Z

p 2(t)dt

means there is both momentum due to the positive pressure
component in the shock wave’s direction of propagation, and
lesser momentum in the backwards direction generated by the

The energy flux density ED is given in millijoules per square

negative tensile wave component. The asymmetrical pulse form

millimetre (mJ/mm2). Here again, a distinction is made

of the shock wave ensures that both successive momentums

between (on the one hand) integration over the positive part

cannot compensate for each other, and a reciprocal effect with

of the pressure curve alone and (on the other) inclusion of

high pressure and low tension is generated. This is not the

the negative component. If specified without index (ED), the

case with continuous ultrasound: here the alternating tension

pressure curve is usually considered to include the negative

and pressure phases largely cancel each other out, so that the

(tensile) component (total energy flux density).8-16, 30-31

resulting momentum is relatively small in magnitude.
Momentum P = A p(t)dt
Momentum density

P
=
A

p(t)dt

Shock wave momentum is of crucial importance both for highenergy stone fragmentation and for the low-energy medicobiological stimulating effect.35

Mechanism of action for a wide range
of medical conditions
Shock waves are employed today in many areas of medicine:
for muscular and vascular spasms, for releasing trigger points,
for angina pectoris, for pseudarthrosis, for chronic soft-tissue
pain, for dermatological skin improvement, for wound healing
and for Alzheimer’s. If these multidisciplinary applications
are considered along with the effect of shock waves on pain
Fig. 7: Effect of a focused shock wave on an artificial stone

memory, the question arises as to the underlying mechanism
of action across all these indications.34
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Since they are mechanical waves, shock waves can in the first

Momentum transfer

instance be expected to give rise only to physical effects such
as pressure and forces – effects that are largely independent

The pressure profile of a shock wave shows a strong, short

of any specific indication. As a second step these parameters

pressure pulse (≈ 1 microsecond) followed by somewhat weaker

may, however, exert an influence on physiological processes

negative pressure (tensile component ≈ 4 – 5 microseconds).

by means of interaction with tissue.

The asymmetrical shape of the pulse gives the shock wave
physical momentum that is strongly forward-directed,

A potential mechanism of action is outlined below, based on

followed by weaker momentum that is backwards-directed

experience gained to date with shock waves.

(Fig. 8). This is of great importance for the effect of shock

Effect on tissue
As already mentioned, shock waves can pass through

Pressure

waves on biological tissue.

homogeneous soft tissue masses without major changes,
absorption or damage. This is, to a certain extent, also the

Momentum
towards the left

case at high energy levels such as are generated within
the focal zone of a shock wave. Why and how shock waves
nevertheless interact with tissue is a question that we wish
to explore here from a new perspective. Whereas previously

Momentum
towards
the left

1 µs
Time

the especially high pressure levels (measured in megapascals,

Momentum
towards the right

MPa) or the very short rise times (expressed in nanoseconds,
ns) were the parameters to which the effectiveness of shock
waves was attributed, the parameters generally regarded

Fig. 8: Pressure profile of a shock wave

as crucial today are energy (millijoules, mJ) and derived
quantities such as energy flux density (mJ/mm2). However,

At acoustic interfaces, such as those between organs, which

energy itself does not suffice as a measure of an effect; for

bridge different tissue density and/or sound velocities, part of

this purpose it must be converted into work, i.e. the product

the shock wave is reflected. This means that the momentum

of a force and its displacement (force x displacement = work

of the incident shock wave is split into two components: one

= energy), as is taught in physics classes. The crucial factor,

whose propagation maintains the previous direction, and

therefore, is the manner in which sufficient force is generated

one that is reflected backwards in the opposite direction. The

from the available shock wave energy – force that can be

change in incident momentum is directly equivalent to the

effective in the desired tissue regions.

force exerted at the interface. These physical processes were
described as long ago as the 17th century in the foundational

It is here that the momentum as a specific property of shock

works of Isaac Newton, who devised the equations F = ma

waves comes into its own – a property that has received

and F = m dv/dt in his writings on the principles of mechanics.

little attention thus far in relation to medical shock wave
applications.35

Momentum transfer, which is related to change in
momentum, occurs within a very brief period of exposure:
about 1 microsecond (µs), i.e. the duration of a shock wave’s
positive pressure pulse. On the basis of mass and inertia, the
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interface – even after the brief application of force – moves

only when it is pulsed, and even then to a far lesser extent.

somewhat from its rest position until the rate of deflection is

The mechanism of momentum transfer by means of focused

slowed down by deformation of the adjacent tissue. These

shock waves has a further advantage, namely that the short

processes occur within the millisecond (ms) range, making

duration (i.e. a microsecond) of the original pulse, which

them considerably slower than the excitation force of shock

corresponds to a spatial pulse length in tissue of around

waves (µs).

1.5 mm, allows focusing on a target only a few millimetres
in extent (see Fig. 5, focal size). The physiologically effective
longer pulses of about one millisecond are not focusable
when working within the human body, the pulse length being
one thousand times greater at around 1.5 m. The focusing of
the primary shock wave thus creates scope for carrying out
Energy:
input

Energy:
output

specific treatment at deeper tissue layers, using the required
energy densities and medically effective pulse shapes. The
surrounding tissue serves as a medium for transmitting shock
waves, but the lower energy densities outside the focal area

Fig. 9: Newton’s cradle – the momentum of the sphere on the left is transferred to those
on the right

mean the tissue is protected.
Shock waves thus have a number of special properties that

The underlying mechanical process can be illustrated with

enable therapeutically effective forces to be exerted on

reference to a tennis or golf ball which, through a brief strong

localized tissue regions, and that enable the mechanism of

impact (i.e. being struck by the racket or club) gathers speed

mechanotransduction to take effect.

and then undergoes free motion until it is slowed down by the
frictional drag of air resistance and by other forces.

Mechanotransduction
As the forces generated are only of extremely short duration
(1 microsecond), data on movement obtained using test

There is a mechanism known as mechanotransduction via

specimens can be used to calculate forces of several hundred

which, as already described, mechanical forces generated by

newtons (N) and accelerations of 10,000 g, i.e. ten thousand

focused shock waves are exerted at acoustic interfaces. The

times as strong as gravitational acceleration.

crucial factor is the possibility of influencing cell membranes
and specifically activating ion exchange by means of extension.

The outcome is local extension and distortion of the affected
interface for the duration of a few milliseconds. Whereas a

It can be assumed that momentum transfer at interfaces

pulse lasting about 1 microsecond (µs) is too short to stimulate

directly results in the release of various substances (including

most physiological processes, the duration of the mechanical

eNOS, VGEF, various growth factors, BMP, PCNA, substance

distortion of the interface is orders of magnitude greater (ms).

P and others) via the mechanism of mechanotransduction.

It is these very durations within which cell membranes can

To a large extent, it is nerve cells in particular that can be

be electrically and mechanically stimulated and their pores

stimulated by weak shock wave momentum to transmit

open to exchange various ions. In particular, nerve cells can be

action potentials.

stimulated to transmit action potentials via brief mechanical
pulses (ms). It is this property that considerably distinguishes

By contrast, as a general rule ultrasound is not observed to

shock waves from ultrasound; the latter exhibits similar effects

stimulate nerve cells. The difference is also evidenced in the
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fact that ultrasound is perceived not as a brief pulse, whereas

stimulation of nerve cells by shock waves forms the basis for

shock waves are definitely sensed as brief sensory events or

healing processes, it is appropriate to stimulate these cells at

even as pulse-like pain.

locations where they are of particular importance. Conditions
affecting the brain, such as Alzheimer’s, are attributable

The possibility of stimulating nerve cells with weak shock

to functional loss of nerve cells. Direct transcranial pulse

waves can therefore be postulated as being a key mechanism

stimulation (TPS®) using shock waves can be used to specifically

in the therapeutic effect of shock waves, especially given the

treat localized regions of the brain.36 The result is that metabolic

lasting pain relief achieved.

processes are activated and »trained« at the synaptic contact
sites of nerves, so that sustained reduction of their threshold

Considering the wide range of indications other than lithotripsy,

levels is achieved via frequent stimulation pulses.

it can be concluded that enhanced blood circulation in the
treated body regions occurs as a direct result of shock wave

The idea underlying transcranial pulse stimulation is that

therapy. If the problem is chiefly one of chronic induration and

repetitive, weak shock wave momentum reactivates nerve

spasming of muscle fibres (trigger points) and vessels, shock

cells that have reduced function, and that (in what is a

wave therapy can not only alleviate these in the short term

continuing learning process) previous mental capabilities are

but also eliminate them permanently. It would appear obvious

reconstituted, at least in part.

that not only should acute nerve stimulation be considered
here, but the influence on pain memory as well. During the
chronification phase, sensory signals (along afferent pathways)
are permanently associated with motor signals (along efferent
pathways), thus forming a feedback loop (autonomic reflex
arc) that is retained as a pain memory. The reflex is now
a conditioned, pathological reflex that makes muscular or
vascular spasming persist, although the original cause – an
impact or other injury – has abated. Stimulation with shock
waves to induce forced triggering of action potentials then
removes the link between sensory input (along afferent

Fig. 10: Specific treatment of cerebral regions using TPS®

pathways) and motor output (along efferent pathways).34 This
hyperstimulation is used to selectively treat the tissue affected
by activating the relevant nerve fibres, and to mitigate the
tonic effect of the efferent signals. This can release spasms and
initiate metabolic processes that promote healing.
This process requires the nerve fibres to be stimulated to the
point of numbness, but not destroyed. A fuller explanation is
provided in the publication titled »A neural model for chronic
pain and pain relief by extracorporeal shock wave treatment«.34
Whereas shock wave therapy is applied routinely for numerous
indications, its use for treating neurological pathologies is still
in its infancy. Since experience shows that non-destructive
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